
LACAMBEL SPEAKS 

I am Lacambel passing out this message to you, the LRA. I have seen that the situation in the 
sub-region is not conducive for human development. This involves countries like Sudan, the 
CAR, and the DR Congo. LRA has always been a group which was started by  an Acholi and 
comprised mainly of Acholi people but now it has spread to other tribes through abductions 
that are being carried out. This has tainted the Acholi tribe to be a group of bad people,         
although some Acholis are good among others in their  communities. 

In spite of  your activities, we still believe that some of us are good people among the Acholi 
community, and are ensuring that everlasting peace prevails especially in Northern Uganda and 
all  parts of the infiltrated countries including the DR Congo, the Sudan, and CAR. Critically, We 
plead that  you lay down your arms and return home to join your family members who are 
waiting for you.   

My brothers and sisters in the LRA, come back home as we’ve always told you in our popular 
radio program ( DWOG-PACO) on various radio stations in Uganda, CAR, South Sudan, and the 
DR Congo. 

I want to acknowledge that I recently received a letter addressed to me and I thank you for that 
gesture. This letter was written in both Acholi and Lingala languages then later dropped     
somewhere you know within the DRC [Congo]. I understood its contents very well. The letter 
tells that the author  and his followers are interested to come home, but you need my good 
brotherly guidance to help you in the defection. For that matter I very much welcome the idea 
wholeheartedly and now urge you to take note of the following: 

1. I have already met with the government authorities of the DR Congo and the UN, 
MONUSCO, the peace keeping mission. They squarely appreciate the idea of your 
desire of coming out and are looking forward to your surrender. We all sincerely  
encourage you to do so. 

 
2. They have resolved that you go straight without fear and surrender to the         

headquarters of MONUSCO which is near the area you dropped off the letter         
addressed to me. 

3. I am in regular and close contact with MONUSCO in the DR Congo regarding the   
defection. 

 
4. For more details, you may contact me as usual on mobile number:+256772592926, 

on my satelitephone number: +8821655549157  and +243818907413 for DDRRR 
Dungu 

 
5. MONUSCO forces are well prepared to receive and take good care of you by assisting 

to repatriate and reintegrate you into the Ugandan society. This will allow you have 
a meaningful life like your fellow LRA defectors and escapees who are now back in 
Uganda and enjoying their normal lives like all other Ugandans. 

 
In conclusion, This particular message addressed to you the LRA is coming to you through 

the kind courtesy of Mega FM in Gulu, the Uganda Broadcasting Corporation, UBC on 
short wave based in Kampala, and the UN DDR/RR radio stations located in the           
DR Congo. God bless and guide you till you arrive back here at home. 

        I am your brother 

            LACAMBEL WOD OGENA  
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THIS IS LACAMBEL IN DUNGU, DR CONGO 


